Characterizing the contacts between nodes is of utmost importance when evaluating mobile opportunistic networks. The most common characterization of inter-contact times is based on the study of the aggregate distribution of contacts between individual pairs of nodes, assuming an homogenous network, where contact patterns between nodes are similar. The problem with this aggregate distribution is that it is not always representative of the individual pair distributions, especially in the short term and when the number of nodes in the network is high. Thus, deriving results from this characterization can lead to inaccurate performance evaluation results.
Introduction
In Opportunistic networks, contacts are sporadic and can appear intermittently so routes are built dynamically. Any contact between nodes can opportunistically be used for message relaying, provided it is likely to bring the message closer to the final destination, thus depending on cooperation to work properly. Applications of such networks include Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks of the available mobility traces. In order to avoid these drawbacks analytical models can provide a fast and broader performance evaluation. Analytical models require anyway a precise and concise description of the mobility scenario. For example, there are many analytical performance models that assume that the inter-contact times distribution between pairs of nodes are exponentially distributed with a given rate λ. For example, using a contact rate λ we can obtain the transmission delay and cost of mobile protocols, such as epidemic routing protocols [1, 2] , and the impact of 15 node selfishness on mobile networks [3, 4, 5] . The precision of the previous models clearly depends on how accurate is the estimation of the contact rate λ, which at the same time directly depends on the representativeness of the characterized distribution.
Therefore, characterizing inter-contact times (or inter-meeting times) between nodes is essential for analyzing the performance of contact based protocols such as cooperative or opportunistic 20 networks. The established approach is to characterize the inter-contact times distribution between pairs of nodes using an aggregate distribution [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . This distribution is obtained by aggregating the individual pair distribution of all node pair combinations in the network. The individual pair distribution is defined as the distribution of the time elapsed between two consecutive contacts between the same pair of nodes [11] . Another way to characterize inter-contact times is to 25 consider the time elapsed between contacts for any pair of nodes in a group (known as inter-anycontact times). This characterization was briefly studied in [6] using human mobility traces. The conclusions were that inter-any-contact times are longer that individual pairs inter-contact times (as expected), but with a similar distribution shape. This paper also shows a time dependence in the contact distribution, with different pattern distributions for the diurnal and night periods.
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Previous works have studied the distribution of the inter-contact times by collecting data from real mobile network environments [1, 7, 8, 12, 9, 13, 14] . Some of these works have shown that the aggregate inter-contact times distribution is exponential with rate λ for both human and vehicle mobility scenarios [1, 9, 13] . The work in [12] analyzed some popular mobility traces and found that over 85% of the individual pair distributions fit an exponential distribution. Nevertheless, 35 there is some controversy about whether this exponential distribution relates to real mobility patterns. Some empirical results have shown that the aggregate inter-contact times distribution follows a power-law distribution and has a long tail [7] , meaning that some pairs of nodes barely experience any contact. In [15] it is shown that in a bounded domain, the inter-contact distribution is exponential, but in an unbounded domain the distribution is power-law. The dichotomy of 40 this distribution is described in [8] , which shows a truncated power law with exponential decay appearing in its tail after some cutoff point. A recent paper [11] , presented the dependence between the individual pair distributions and the aggregate distribution. It is stated that, starting from exponential individual pair distributions, the aggregate distribution is distributed according to a Pareto law. It also verifies the dichotomy property of the aggregate distribution analytically.
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Summing up, most of the literature is based on the aggregate distribution, assuming that it is representative of the individual pair distribution [11] . This is the case of the so called homogeneous opportunistic networks assumption, where all pair contact patterns are supposed to be the same. Thus, the contact rate of the aggregate distribution is similar to the individual pair distributions contact rates. Nevertheless, as shown in [11] , these contact rates are only similar when the length 50 of the contact trace is large. Furthermore, most traces exhibit a non-homogenous behavior, where pair contact patterns are different. For example, analyzing a contact trace of a University campus we can observe that the contact pattern between students can be different to the contact pattern between staff members. Thus, obtaining a representative characterization (for example λ) of these heterogeneous networks to be used in analytical models is a challenging issue.
A practical approach would be to obtain an equivalent contact rate, aggregating the individual contact rates, as in the homogeneous case (the homogeneous assumption). However, this can lead to an inaccurate characterization, as shown in [16] . The authors of this paper compared three methods for fitting the exponential distribution from traces, always using an aggregation based distribution. These methods were evaluated using a Continuous-Time Markov Chain model of 60 the epidemic diffusion. The results showed that none of the characterization methods used was accurate enough. Therefore, an alternative approach to accurately estimate this individual pair distribution (and the contact rate) is needed, especially for heterogeneous networks.
In this paper, we propose new approaches to improve the characterization of the inter-contact times distribution presenting higher representativeness and, thus, increasing the precision of the results obtained. Using different characterizations, three inter-contact time distributions are considered: the Aggregate Pairs distribution, that is the established characterization; the Aggregate Nodes distribution, that is obtained as the aggregate of inter-contact distributions between one node and the rest of nodes; and the Any Contact distribution, that is the inter-contact distribution between any nodes. First, we study their statistical representativeness showing that, for the 70 same trace length, the Aggregate Pairs distribution has a very low representativeness, especially when the number of nodes is high, in contrast with the others having a good representativeness. Second, we study the relation among these distributions. We prove that, if all individual pair distributions are exponentially distributed, the Any Contact distribution is a new exponential distribution as well. This is not true for the aggregate distributions, that depends on the distribution 75 of each individual λ [11] . The previous conclusions are very important because it allows obtaining the λ value used in the analytical models in a more precise way.
Finally, we evaluate the precision of the three distributions using both synthetic and real contact traces. The precision is evaluated using a well known analytical model, namely the epidemic message diffusion, that is based on a given exponential inter-contact times distribution with rate λ 80 obtained from the three previous characterization methods. Experimental results confirm that the established Aggregate Pairs distribution is under-representative and, consequently, the precision of the results obtained using the epidemic routing model is too low, specially when the number of nodes of the evaluated network is high. Instead, the results using the Aggregate Nodes and the Any-Contact distributions are much more precise, requiring significantly smaller contact traces.
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Furthermore, these distributions allow the evaluation of the time dependence, obtaining more accurate results, in contrast with the low representativeness (and poor precision) of the Aggregate Pairs distribution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce three methods for characterizing inter-contact times distributions, evaluating their representativeness. Section 3 studies 90 the relation between these distributions, and the associated contact rate. The experimental evaluation of the precision of the different characterizations is described in Section 4 using both synthetic and real contact traces. Finally, Section 5 presents some concluding remarks.
Characterizing inter-contact times distributions
In this section we describe three possible methods for characterizing the inter-contact times study their representativeness by introducing two metrics; the average number of measures and the inter-contact rate. We then evaluate the proposed metrics through some real traces.
Contact Mobility Datasets
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A contact is defined as an opportunity of transmission between a pair of nodes (that is, two nodes are able to communicate between them directly for a given time). From all the datasets evaluated we obtained a contact trace.
Given a network with N nodes, the contact trace is obtained measuring the times when contacts between pairs of nodes occur for a given time interval T . The result is a trace of length C(T ) (that 105 is, the number of contacts), where each record is a 4-tuple (t i , a i , b i , d i ), reflecting, that at time t i ≤ T , there was a contact between the pair of nodes (a i ,b i ) with a duration of d i seconds. Based on this definition, for practical issues, there is only one record for each contact between a pair of nodes (a i ,b i ), and this contact is reciprocal (in other words, there is no another record with the (b i ,a i ) contact). A simple contact trace is shown in Fig 1. This trace corresponds to a five nodes 110 (N = 5) network, which has a duration T of 20 seconds, resulting in 14 contacts (C(T ) = 14).
In order to study the extent and degree of contacts, it is practical to represent them as a graph. We use a weighted undirected graph, G = (V, E) where the vertices (V ) are the nodes and the edges (E) denote that there is at least one contact between the corresponding nodes. The weight of an edge w(e) is the number of different contacts between two nodes. Using this graph, we can obtain several metrics that reflects the extent of contacts. The first one is the number of nodes with no contact, the isolated nodes, that is equivalent to the number 120 of isolated vertices. The second one is the mean degree of contacts, corresponding to the average number of different contacts per node, that is equivalent to the mean of the vertices degreesd G . We can normalize this degree dividing it by the network size for obtaining the degree ratio (d G /N ). Thus, a degree ratio close to one will express that practically all network nodes have contacts between them.
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In this paper we use four known experimental datasets that cover a rich range of environments, from metropolitan cities to University campus, characterized by different number of nodes and trace durations. Most of the traces were obtained from the CRAWDAD repository [17] . The main characteristics of the traces are shown in This trace has a duration of 274 hours (11 days) and has 36 mobile nodes (students). Although this dataset has also static nodes, we only evaluate the mobile nodes, so contacts with static nodes were removed from the trace. As shown in Table 1 , this trace exhibits high degree ratios with no isolated nodes.
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2. The Shanghai Taxis GPS dataset [9] was collected from 2100 taxis in Shanghai city during February of 2007. This trace does not contain the contacts (it contains GPS locations), so a pre-process for obtaining the contact trace is needed. Following the method used in [9] we assume that a contact occurs if both vehicles are in WiFi range (100 meters). Due to the higher number of nodes, the degree ratio of this trace is relatively low and there are a few 140 isolated nodes. 4. The MIT (or Reality) dataset [20] was collected from 97 MIT students and staff carrying mobiles phones for about nine months. These phones logged contact with other bluetooth devices by doing device discovery every five minutes. We processed this trace, in a way similar to [16] . First, we took into account a contact by either of the two nodes (the reason is that the original trace sometimes reflects only a one way contact, that is, node a sees node b). Second, we merge multiple consecutive contacts if their inter-contact duration time was less than one second.
Characterizations
Using a contact trace, we can characterize the inter-contact times distribution. This distribution 155 is influenced by the trace's duration and resolution [7] . The resolution is defined as the smallest interval between two successive measurements. Inter-contact times that last more or are close to the duration of the experiment, and inter-contact times that last less than the time resolution, cannot be observed. The inter-contact times can be modeled as a renewal process. Let {X i |i = 1, 2, . . .} be a sequence of non-negative random variables, where X i : i > 1 are independent and identically distributed with finite average inter-contact time (E[X i ] < ∞). X i represents the inter-contact times between contacts, that is, the time between the i th contact and the (i + 1) th contact. Finally, X i has a distribution function F (x) = P (X ≤ x), called the underlying distribution. X 1 is a random variable, not necessarily with the same distribution of X i : i > 1, denoting the time until the first contact occurs (that is, the process is delayed). The renewal sequence {S n } can be obtained using the following expression:
so S n is the time of the n th contact. If we define µ = E[X i ] : i > 1, as the average inter-contact time, we can see that:
so, as a delayed renewal process, the average inter-contact time can be obtained as:
Using the renewal sequence, we define the counting function as:
that provides the number of contacts up to time t. Finally, the renewal function
is the average number of contacts (renewals) up to time t and by the elementary renewal theorem we have:
This expression represents the average contact rate 1 , that is, λ = µ −1 .
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Now, we formally describe the three characterizations, the Aggregate Pairs (AP), the Aggregate Nodes (AN) and the Any Contact (AC). For clarity of exposition, we are going to use the simple contact trace of Fig 1. Thus, from a contact trace we can characterize three possible inter-contact distributions.
The Aggregate Pairs (AP) distribution is the aggregate of inter-contact times distributions between the same pair of nodes. This is the established characterization, usually known as simply the inter-contact times distribution [1, 7, 8, 12, 9] . This distribution is obtained by aggregating the individual pair inter-contact times of all node pair combinations in the network. We need at least two contacts between the same pair of nodes in order to obtain an inter-contact time.
For example, using our contact trace, for the pair (1,2) we have the following contact times 2 :
170 {1,5,7,17} and so the inter-contact times are {4,2,10}. We can also obtain the inter-contact times for the following pair of nodes: (1,3), (2,3) and (3,4); however, for the rest of pairs, this is not possible. By aggregating all the inter-contact times calculated for the previous pairs, we can obtain the Aggregate Pairs distribution: {4,2,10,15,5,7,6}. Thus, the Aggregate Pairs (AP) has a renewal process {X AP i } that is the union (aggregation) of the renewal process of contacts between pairs of 175 nodes {X p i }:
where P(t) denotes the set of pairs of nodes that have at least one contact up to time t. Note that this is a synthetic process and does not represent any real sequence of contacts. Instead, it depends on how the random variables are arranged (in our contact trace example, we simply arrange the inter-contact times concatenating the contacts between pairs). Nevertheless, this arrangement does 180 not affect our study, as our goal is to study the underlying distribution, that is, the AP distribution F AP (x), that does not depend on this arrangement. The Aggregate Nodes (AN) distribution is the aggregate of inter-contact distributions between one node and the rest of nodes. For example, using the sample trace, we can obtain the contacts of node 1 with the other nodes: (1,x)={1,5,5,7,7,11,17,20}, so the inter-contact times are {4,0,2,0,4,6,3}. For this trace all nodes have contacts with other nodes. By aggregating all the inter-contact times we can obtain the Aggregate Nodes distribution: {4,0,2,0,4,6,3,1 ,3,2,0,7,3,3,0,3,2,1,6,6,6,3,13}. As the AP distribution, the Aggregate Nodes has a renewal process {X AN i } that is the union (aggregation) of the renewal process of contacts between one node and the rest of nodes {X n i }. That is:
where N (t) is the set of nodes that have at least one contact. Finally, this process has an underlying distribution F AN (x). The Any Contact (AC) distribution is the inter-contact distribution between all nodes. This 185 is known as the inter-any-contact times in [6] . In this case there is only one distribution of intercontact times, which corresponds to the difference between two consecutive contacts. For our sample trace we have 13 inter-contact time values: {1,0,3,0,2,0,0,1,3,3,3,3,0}. In this case, the Any Contact (AC) has a renewal process {X AC i } where the random variables are the inter-contact times between any contact, and its underlying distribution function is F AC (x).
Regarding the graph representation, note that the Aggregate Pairs distribution refers to the edges between two vertices, and the Aggregate Nodes to the edges incident to a vertex. For the AP distribution, a pair of nodes has a given inter-contact time if the corresponding vertices are connected with an edge with a label greater than one. For the AN distribution, a node has a contact if, for the corresponding vertex the sum of the degrees of the incident edges are greater 195 than zero.
Representativeness of characterizations
A critical factor for any characterizations is its representativeness. This representativeness depends on the trace length C(T ), the number of nodes N in the network, and the characterization used. Two metrics are defined to measure this representativeness: the inter-contact ratio and the average number of measures per individual distribution. These metrics are detailed below for each distribution. First, we define the indicator function, 1(x) as:
and for the Aggregate Pairs (AP) distribution, the inter-contact ratio for aggregate pairs is the ratio of pairs that have at least two contacts:
where C P (p, T ) is the number of contacts between pairs of nodes p ∈ P(T ) (that is, the weight of the edge that connects the vertices of the associated graph), and E the number of different possible contacts (E = 1 2 N (N − 1)). For our sample trace, this ratio is R P I = 4/10 = 0.4. The average number of measures M P I is computed as the sum of all inter-contact times divided by E, that is:
So, in our example, we have M P I =(3 + 2 + 1 + 1)/10=0.7.
In the Aggregate Nodes (AN) distribution, the inter-contact ratio is:
where C N (n, T ) is the number of contacts of node n, that is the sum of the degree of the incident edges for the corresponding vertices. For our sample trace, this ratio is R N I = 5/5 = 1. The average number of measures M N I is computed as:
So, in our example, we have M N I =(7 + 6 + 6 + 2 + 1)/5=4.2.
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Finally, in the any contact distribution (AC) the ratio is 1 (if C(T ) > 1) and the number of measures is C(T ) − 1.
As expected, we can see that the representativeness of the AP distribution is very low: a contact ratio of only 0.4, and less than one measure per pair of nodes. In the AN distribution the representativeness is greater: there is a full contact ratio and a mean of 4.2 measures for each node. The greatest representativeness corresponds to the AC distribution, which has a full ratio and the 205 highest number of measures.
In general, for the same trace time T , the lowest representativeness is for the AP distribution, and this representativeness (the values of the inter-contact ratio and average measures) is inversely proportional to E, that exhibits quadratic growth with N . Therefore, when the number of nodes is high, the representativeness is very low. For the AN distribution, its representativeness is 210 inversely proportional to the number of nodes N . Overall, the AC distribution provides the best representativeness.
We study the representativeness of the previous distributions using the real contact traces and the results are shown in Table 1 . Regarding the representativity metrics for the AP distribution, when focusing on the Cambridge trace, which has only 36 nodes, the contact ratio distribution is 215 high (although not one), and the average number of measurements is relatively high. We can say that it has a moderate representativeness. The Milano trace exhibits a lower contact-ratio but a higher number of measures per pair. For the Shanghai trace, the one with a high number of nodes, the AP distribution has a very low representativeness, so this characterization is not useful for obtaining information about the contact pattern on this network. These results show that, when 220 the number of nodes is relatively high, the representativeness of the AP distribution is very low. For the AN distribution, all traces have a good representativeness (that is, the inter-contact ratio is close to one and the average measures are high). And finally, for the AC distribution, all traces have excellent representativeness (full ratio and the highest number of measures).
In the next subsection we are going to evaluate the different distributions using the datasets 225 and the different methods for distribution fitting.
Evaluation of distributions
In order to study the underlying distribution F (x) of inter-contact times, the CCDF (Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function) is widely used [7, 8, 11] . The CCDF (also known as the tail distribution) is useful to study how often a random variable is above a particular level,
Fig 2 shows the CCDF of the different distributions for the four traces evaluated. In the CCDF for the AP characterization, we can clearly observe the dichotomy of the distribution: the intercontact time follows a power-law decay up to a characteristic time (about 10 6 s ≈ 270 hours for the MIT set, 10 5 s ≈ 12 hours for the Cambridge and Milano datasets, and 10 4 s ≈ 3 hours for
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Shanghai dataset) and beyond this time, the decay is exponential. This confirms earlier studies [8, 9] . For the AN distribution, the previous dichotomy is not so evident, and the exponential decay is clearer. Finally, for the AC distribution, we can see an exponential decay for the Cambridge and MIT traces. For the Shanghai trace there are resolution issues: the inter-contact times are below the resolution time, and so its values are very discretized. Now, we are going to study the distribution fitting of the inter-contact times. The common approach is to assume that all random variables are identically exponentially distributed, that is, the homogeneous assumption. This implies, that all nodes in the network have as similar mobility and contact pattern. Thus, we can model this contact pattern using a single average contact rate parameter (λ) that characterizes the exponential distribution. A simple exponential fit is to estimate the average contact rate as the inverse of the average of inter-contact times of the traces, as detailed in [12] :
where s i are the inter-contact time samples obtained using the different characterizations. Based on this fitting method, and using always the AP characterization, the values obtained for λ are: 1.25× 10 −4 s −1 (0.45 contacts/hour) for the Milano trace [16] and 2.8 × 10 −5 s −1 (0.101 contacts/hour) for the Cambridge trace [13] . The problem with this characterization based on the AP distribution is it low representativity, 245 leading to non significant results. One of the main problem is that many pairs of nodes never meet (for example, in the Milano are 40%) so we do not have information about their distribution. We can compensate these missing contacts by assuming that, in these cases, they meet with some average inter-contact time T that is always greater or equal than the trace duration T , so we can obtain a new average inter-contact time. This approach was used in [16] , and for T = 276h, the 250 contact rate λ for the Milano trace is 1.51 × 10 −5 s −1 (0.054 contacts/hour). Another approach is based on not taking into account the higher inter-contact times samples, as the fit performed in [9] for the Shanghai trace. The reason is that inter-contact times that last longer than the duration of the trace data cannot be observed and those with very large values close to the duration are less likely to be found. Consequently, the weight of large inter-contact 255 times in the distribution is biased. Thus, their approach consists on identifying a divide point on the CCDF graph, and perform an exponential fit for values less than this point, obtaining a value λ = 3.71 × 10 −6 s −1 (0.013 contacts/hour) for the Shanghai trace.
A similar approach is based on log-normal fitting. Some distributions seems to have a better fit with a log-normal distribution [14] . Thus, the authors in [16] proposed to apply curve fitting 260 with log-normal distribution and then estimate the average inter-contact times. Based on this approach, the contact rate for the Milano dataset is λ = 6.73 × 10 −5 s −1 (0.24 contacts/hour), that is a rate that is between the simple exponential fit and the one obtained by compensating the missing contacts. Nevertheless, the experiments described in this paper indicate that this is not a good estimation.
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The heterogeneous network model is used in [21, 22, 13] . In this model, the heterogeneity is characterized by allowing different contact rates between node pairs with rates λ p . Note that this model can be extremely cumbersome, as the number of pairs (that is, rates) increases quadratically with the number of nodes. A practical approach is to group similar contact patterns under different social groups (social heterogeneity) [21, 23] or spatial cluster sites (spatial heterogeneity) [24] , where 270 each group has a different contact rate.
Summing up, in this section we have introduced two new approaches to characterize the intercontact distribution: the Aggregate Nodes (AN) and the Any Contact (AC). According to the representativity metrics, these characterizations have a greater representativity than the established approach, that has a very reduced representativity when the number of nodes is high. These 275 facts were confirmed using real datasets with different characteristics. Regarding the exponential distribution fitting, there are several approaches (all based on the Aggregate Pairs characterization), but none of them seems a good estimation.
In the next section, we are going to study the relation between the distributions of the previous characterizations, in order to obtain a better estimation of the exponential distribution, and thus, 280 of the corresponding λ values.
Relation between distributions
In this section we study the relation between the different distribution characterizations (AP, AN, AC). Our main goal is to establish relations between the individual distributions and the aggregate distributions. The established approach is to obtain the individual pair contact rate 285 (λ p ) from the aggregate pairs inter-contact rate (λ AP ). This relation is of special interest, as many analytical models based on Markov Chains use λ p as the contact rate. In this section we introduce new approaches to obtain λ p from the AN and AC distributions that are more representative. As we will show, if the individual pair distributions are not exponential we cannot obtain a simple relation between these distributions. Finally, we also study the relation between the average contact rates 290 that are valid for any distribution.
Relation between individual and aggregated distributions
In this subsection we study the relation between the aggregated distributions (AP and AN) and the individual distributions (between pairs and nodes). In general, this relation is not simple, specially for heterogeneous networks (that is, when individual distributions are different).
According to the notation introduced in subsection 2.2, the Aggregate Pairs (AP) renewal process {X AP i } is the union of the renewal process of contacts between pair of nodes. Let us arrange the sequence of random variables as follows:
where c p is the number of contacts of pair p up to time T , that is, C P (p, T ). The renewal sequence {S AP n } for this arrange is the accumulated time of the i th contact of the p th pair. We can obtain the time of the last contact n = C(T ) = p∈P(T ) c p as 3 :
where µ p is the average inter-contact time of X p i . We can observe this process as a delayed process where the first |P(T )| values of {S AP n } correspond to delay. Then, applying an equation equivalent to expression 3, we have:
so we can see that the average inter-contact time of the aggregated process is the weighted average of the individual average inter-contact times.
The relation between the underlying distributions F AP (x) and F p (x) of the previous renewal processes was established in [8] through the CCDF as:
that is similar to expression 16. When T tends to be large,
where 1/λ p is the average of inter-contact times for the pair p (in other words, λ p is the average contact rate of the pair), and Σλ p = p∈P λ p . Expression 18 shows that the aggregate CCDF is equal to the weighted sum of individual CCDF with a weight proportional to the rate of contacts 300 λ p . Furthermore, if all individual CCDF (F p (x)) are identical, and if the ratio of contacts (R C ) is assumed to be 1 (note that if T → ∞ then R C → 1), then the aggregate CCDF and the individual CCDF are the same. As a result, if all individual distributions are exponentially distributed with λ p , then the aggregate distribution is exponentially distributed with λ AP = λ p . Based on equation 18, when the individual distributions are different and exponentially distributed, we cannot obtain 305 a simple relation between these distributions and the aggregate one. More information is needed about the distribution of the individual rates λ p and, depending on this distribution, the aggregate distribution can follow an Exponential, Pareto, or Power Law with Exponential Decay distribution (see paper [11] for a detailed study about these relations).
In a similar way, we can establish the following relation for the Aggregate Nodes (AN) distribution:
and the relation between distributions F AN (x) and F n (x) through the CCDF is:
and when T tends to be large:F
where 1/λ n is the mean value for the inter-contact times for node n, and Σλ n = n∈N λ n . If 310 all individual CCDF (F n (x)) are identical and R C = 1, then the aggregate CCDF is equal to the individual CCDF, and the exponential distributions have the same contact rate (λ n = λ AN ). Summing up, in this subsection we have established the relation between individual and aggregate distributions. Except for the case when all individual distributions are equally distributed, this relation is not simple. In the following subsection we will show that the relation between the
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Any contact distribution and the individual distribution is simpler, and this allow obtaining the λ p value of the individual exponential distribution from any of the distributions.
Relation between individual and Any Contact distributions
For the Any Contact (AC) renewal process {X AC i }, we can see that if a contact occurs at time t, the next contact time will be the minimum time of all possible contacts between pairs, subsequent to time t. Thus, using the renewal sequence, we have:
This minimum depends on the type of distribution of the associated renewal process. Fortunately, for Poisson processes this expression has a simple solution. For n independent exponentially distributed random variables with rate parameters λ 1 , . . . λ n , the minimum is also exponentially distributed with parameter λ = λ 1 + · · · + λ n . Then, if all random variables X p i are exponentially distributed, the X AC i is also exponentially distributed:
where λ AC is the contact rate of the AC distribution. We can see that this relation is simpler than expressions 18, and 21 and we can obtain the average contact rate of the exponential AC distribution as:
Furthermore, assuming that all individual pair random variables X p i are identically distributed it allows estimating the contact rate λ AC , when T tends to be large as:
Note that when T tends to be large, the number of different posible contacts |P| tends to its maximum E = 1 2 N (N − 1).
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The relation between the AC distribution and the AN distribution is obtained in a similar way, through the renewal sequence:
In this case, we can see that for a given pair (a, b), the random variable is repeated twice, one for the first node a ∈ p, and another one for the second node b ∈ p. For the AC distribution the contacts are no longer repeated, and if all distributions are exponentially distributed, we have:
Assuming that all individual pair random variable X n are identically distributed we have:
when T tends to be large. Combining expressions 25 and 28 we have that:
so λ p can be estimated using any of the previous distributions. This relation is very important, as we can directly estimate the AP contact rate, that is usually adopted in analytical models by using the more representative AN and AC distributions.
In conclusion, we have shown that the AN distribution have a simpler relation with the individual pair distribution than the AP distribution. Furthermore, if the individual pair distributions 325 are exponentially distributed, the AN distributions is also exponentially distributed. This is also true for the individual node distribution. This fact confirms the exponential shapes shown in Fig  2. 
Relation between Contact Rates
In this section we study the relation between the contact rates of the different characterizations, 
The relation between λ AC and the individual node contact rate λ n is obtained in a similar way. For the {X n i } renewal process, we have that the average number of contacts is m n (T ). In this case, 14
for obtaining the sum of all contacts for all nodes, we can see that, for a given pair (a, b), a contact is repeated twice, one for the first node on the process {X a i }, and another one for the second node on the process {X b i }. Thus, the sum of contacts, n∈N (T ) m n (T ), is twice the number of contacts for the AC process, where the contacts are no longer repeated, and so we have:
Now, we can obtain the relation between the average contact rate of the AP distribution (λ AP ) and λ p . First, for the renewal process {X AP i }, we can obtain the expected time for the last contact using expression 15 as the sum of the expected times of all individual process:
When T tends to be large, we find that the expected time for the last contact n = C(T ),
is the total number of contacts. This number of contacts must be equal to the sum of contacts of all renewal processes {X
Thus, making equal both expressions and simplifying, we have:
Finally, the relation between the average contact rate for the AN distribution λ AN and λ n is obtained in a similar way:
That is, the contact rate of the aggregate distribution is equal to the mean of the individual contact rates. Finally, using expressions 33 and 34, we can obtain a relation between contact rates that is 335 equivalent to expression 29.
Experimental Evaluation
In the previous sections we have studied the representativeness of the different distributions and the relation between them. We showed that the average node (AN) distribution, and especially the any contact (AC) distribution, have better statistical representativeness than the widely 340 established Aggregate Pairs (AP) distribution. Now, we are going to evaluate the precision of these characterizations.
There are many analytical performance models that assume that the inter-contact times distribution between pairs of nodes is exponentially distributed [1, 2, 3, 9] . This fact allows using the contact rate λ in Markovian models, such as the epidemic diffusion model. These models assume a 345 unique contact rate λ between all pair of nodes. So, all individual pair distributions must be equal and exponentially distributed with mean λ p . As shown in section 3, when assuming the previous condition (the homogeneous assumption), and for a T large enough, λ p can be estimated from any of the previous distributions using expression 29.
Thus, to evaluate the precision, we proceed by comparing the results of using an analytical 
Real trace extractor
Datasets, P, T Figure 3 : The evaluation process. Note that the contact trace can be generated synthetically or from the real dataset.
trace in a simulator. Concretely, we use the model for the Epidemic Routing. The model we use, based on Markov chain models, was introduced in [1] for obtaining the average source-todestination delivery delay (τ = E[T d ]). Thus, we compare the delivery delays using this model with the results obtained using a simulator. A closer result will reflect a more precise characterization.
This approach was also used in [16] . Additionally, we also evaluated the precision using other performance models (such as the Two Hop multi-copy protocol, and a more sophisticated model for evaluating the selfish detection introduced by the authors in [5] ), obtaining similar results in terms of precision than the ones described in this paper.
The process for evaluating the distributions is depicted in Fig 3. We synthetically generate a 360 contact trace for a given time T with inter-contact times between pairs of nodes that are exponentially distributed with a contact rate λ p . This contact trace is used to estimate three different contact ratesλ p from the different contact rates of the distributions (λ AP ,λ AN ,λ AC ) using expression 29. Then, using the differentλ p generated for each distribution (AP, AN, AC) we obtain the delivery time using the Markov model for epidemic routing. For validation purposes, we also 365 implemented a custom simulator. This simulator reads the contact trace and simulates the transmission of a message between a randomly selected pair of nodes in the network. The simulation finishes when the message reaches the destination node obtaining the delivery time. This evaluation is repeated 1000 times (that is, 1000 different traces are generated) in order to obtain a mean value. We also obtain the ratio of contacts on the simulator, that is similar to the ratio of contacts 370 (R C ) obtained for evaluating the representativeness of the distributions. In case a simulation ends without the message being delivered to the destination node, we count this as a miss, and when the experiments end, we obtain the delivery ratio as (1000 − misses)/1000. In the real trace experiments the process is very similar, except that in this case we used a real traffic trace as the input of the model and simulator. In order to evaluate the precision of the 375 different distributions depending on the duration of the traffic trace, the original traffic trace is trimmed from T ranging from 0 to the maximum duration (that is, only the contacts with time t ≤ T are used). In the periodic evaluation, we select a period P , and for each time interval i, we extract the contacts that are in the range [P i, P (i + 1)[. This contacts trace is then used to obtain the delay time using the evaluation process depicted in Fig 3. 
Synthetic traces
The following experiments used synthetic traces to validate the conclusions derived about representativeness and precision in sections 2 and 3. Fig 4a shows the delivery delay for the different 385 distributions calculated using a synthetic trace with time T ranging from 1 to 200s that was generated assuming that all inter-contact times distributions between pairs are exponentially distributed with the same contact rate λ p = 0.1 (that is, all distributions are homogeneous) and for a network of 50 nodes. We can see that the AN and AC distributions obtain the best results, converging very fast to the simulation results (for example, for T = 200s, the delay obtained through simulation is 390 0.918s and the delays obtained using the AN and AC distributions are the same: 0.905s, a relative error of 1.42%). Instead, the AP distribution converges to the simulation results very slowly. As expected, these results clearly depend on the representativeness of the different distributions as shown in Fig 4b. The AP contact ratio is very low for a reduced trace time (T ), reaching 1 for T = 100. Nevertheless, for this trace time, the average number of measures is still very reduced
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(M P I = 9.6 for T = 100 in the AP distribution compared to M N I = 765.86 in the AN distribution), so the precision is also low. Thus, as expected, the conclusions are clear, the most precise characterizations are the Aggregate Nodes (AN) and the Any Contact (AC).
In the following experiment we study the precision of the homogeneous assumption in the case of heterogeneous exponential distributions. We generate a synthetic contact trace with the 400 contact times between pairs of nodes exponentially distributed, where the contact rate λ p is also exponentially distributed with mean 0.1. From the generated trace, we estimate an equivalent single contact rate, that is used on the models to obtain the delays of the epidemic transmission. These values are compared to the simulated one as shown in Fig 4c. In this case we can see that the delay obtained using the AC and AN distribution is very precise (a relative error of 2.34% 405 for T = 200s). Nevertheless, the delay obtained for the AP distribution converges to the solution very low. The reason is that, for an heterogeneous distribution the representativeness of the AP distribution is lower than in the homogeneous case (for example, for T = 200s, R P I = 0.92 and M P I = 23). The rate of contact reaches 1 for approximately T = 2000s with M P I = 233, and a relative error of 7.24%.
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From these synthetic evaluations we can estimate how large T must be so that expression 29 can be applicable, i.e. the results are representative and accurate. This effect depends mainly on the number of contacts generated up to time T , that is C(T ). In the previous experiments, we can estimate this number of contacts as C(T ) = T (N − 1)N λ p . Using this expression, for the AP distribution, we obtain representative results for T = 100s, that is, C(100) = 24500 contacts.
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Instead, for the AN distribution, the value of T for representative results is approximately 5 seconds, so the number of contacts is 1225. Finally, the AC distribution needs about 200 contacts. Summarizing, we can see that for the AN and AC a reduced number of contacts in needed in order to obtain accurate results, thus allowing the evaluation of traces using smaller time intervals. Additionally, AN and AC are more accurate characterizations than AP in the case of heterogeneous 420 networks.
Real traces
We now evaluate the precision of the different distributions using real traffic traces. We estimated the different values ofλ p for the traces evaluated, as shown in Table 2 . These values where obtained using the whole trace. In general, we can see that theλ p obtained using either AN and 425 AC characterizations are similar. However these values differ from the ones obtained using the AP characterization. This is especially evident for the Shanghai trace. The main reason is the lower representativity of the AP characterization. Table 3 : Delivery time for the epidemic protocol using the model with the three different λ estimations and the value obtained using the simulation. All the value are in hours. Using the previous contact rates we proceed to obtain the delivery delay using the epidemic model and compare it against the simulated values. The results are shown in Table 3 , which shows 430 some differences with respect to the simulated ones. This is especially evident for the Milano and MIT traces. These results confirm the experiments conducted by [16] , that also showed that a single homogeneous contact rate is unable to capture the global performance of a contact trace.
The main reason for this behavior is that contact rates are very variable between different periods on the same day (for one day traces), and also between different days (for traces that last 435 several days), as we can see in Fig 5. For example, Fig 5a shows the different average contact rates for the Cambridge trace when selecting a period of P = 12 hours. Using this period, we estimate the different values ofλ p for the different distributions by normalizing them using expression 29. The rates obtained using either the AN and AC distributions are very similar, but the rates obtained using the AP distribution are quite different, and so their are not presented due to its 440 low representativeness. For the Shanghai trace using a period of 1 hour we can clearly observe in Fig 5b that the contact rate is low during the night, starting to increase after 8 am. In the Milano dataset we can easily determine the weekend, where contact rates are zero. Finally, the MIT trace shows a huge variation of contact rates between working and weekends days, where the contact rate is almost zero.
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Thus, a way to increase the precision of the estimated results is to reduce the duration of the selected period. For shorter periods (for example hours), the contact rate is expected to have less variability. Fig 6 shows the impact of this period on the results for the Cambridge trace depending on a trimmed traffic trace with duration T . First, we can see in Fig 6a how the estimated value of λ decreases with the trace duration T . Thus, using this contact rate, we can obtain the delay, as 450 shown in Fig 6b. We can see that the results obtained using the AC and AN distributions are close to the simulation results. There is a strong time dependence of this trace (the sawtooth shape), due to the high differences between contact rates in diurnal and night periods. Regarding the AP distribution, the precision increases as the contact ratio increases (see Fig 6c) , but it is still far away from those results obtained using the other distributions. the results for greater values of T show a higher error. We can also observe how the contact ratio of the simulation is low for values less than 10000s, so the representativeness of the simulation is also low.
The conclusions drawn from the previous experiments for the AN and AC distributions are clear: the greater the contact trace duration, the lesser the precision. This is mainly due to the 465 long-tail behavior of the inter-contact times distribution between the same pair of nodes and the temporal variability of the contact rates. If the duration of the trace is high (days in the case of Cambridge, or hours in the case of Shanghai), the probability of contact between some reduced number of node pairs is very low, so the inter-contact time becomes very high. In other words, the greater the duration of the trace, the greater the tail of the distribution 4 . 
Periodic evaluation
As shown in Fig 5, we can observe from real-traffic traces that there is a great variation on the contact rate between different periods on the same day, or between different days. Thus, using a single contact rate for the whole trace cannot reflect this variation. It will be more precise to evaluate a given period, obtaining a given contact rate. For example, when studying the Shanghai 475 contact rate, we can make a different evaluation for hours with low traffic and hours with higher traffic. Now we proceed to perform a periodic evaluation of the traces. We estimate, for each period, the average contact rates λ (using the three characterizations), and compare the obtained delays using the epidemic model with the simulated ones. The period P for each dataset is the same distributions are close to the simulated ones, following the same pattern. As expected, the results for the AP distribution significantly differ from the simulated ones due to their low representativeness, as shown in Fig 8d. For the Shanghai dataset, the obtained results using the AN and AC distributions are precise (Fig 8b) , while for the AP distribution the error is high due to the very 485 low representativeness of this distribution. Fig 8c shows the delay for the Milano dataset. The results for AC are still close to the simulation results. The AN results are not so close due to their moderate representativity (see Fig 8f) . In order to evaluate the precision of the previous results we should consider the moderate representativity of the simulation results due to the reduced number of contacts in that trace. Finally, we evaluated 490 the precision using the MIT traces. In this case, we discard the results when the period includes less than 100 contacts (in one day) because the simulation results are not representative. Fig 9a  shows that the results are less accurate. This is due to its low resolution and high variability. Fig  9c shows the previous results for a shorter time interval (50 days). In general, we can see that the delay obtained using the AN and AP distributions is similar to the simulated values, and that the 495 results using AP are several order of magnitude lower than the simulated ones.
We can evaluate the global accuracy of each characterization using the order of magnitude error (OME) or mean logarithmic error. For a given period P , and for the different characterizations (AP, AN, AC), we obtained a set of diffusion delays τ m i using the epidemic diffusion model. These values are compared with the simulated ones τ s i . Thus, for a trace of length T , we have K values (K = T /P ). We define order of magnitude error as:
A value less than one reflects that the values obtained using the model are in same order of magnitude that the simulated ones. Table 4 shows the OME for the different dataset and different periods. As shown on previous graphs, the results for the AP characterization show an error several orders of magnitude higher than AN and AC.
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Summing up, the previous experiments show that, when using short time trace durations, the obtained results are in general accurate for the AN and AC distributions. This is not true for the AP distribution, due to its lower representativeness when the trace duration T is low. Finally, regarding which distribution (AN or AC) to choose, we found that in general both characterizations provide similar results. 
Conclusions
In this paper we introduced new approaches to characterize the inter-contact times distribution in order to increase the representativeness, and thus the precision of the analytical performance models based on these exponential distributions. The usefulness of exponential characterizations and models is based on its simplicity. Using only two parameters (contact rate and number of 510 22 nodes) we can model a high variety of protocols, such as epidemic diffusion, two-hop, selfish node detection, among others.
We have seen that the established characterization, the Aggregate Pairs (AP) distribution, has very low representativeness especially when the number of nodes is high and the number of contacts is low. This leads to poor results when applied to analytical models (such as the epidemic 515 diffusion). Therefore, we introduced and evaluated two alternative methods for characterizing the inter-contact times distribution: the Aggregate Nodes (AN) and the Any-Contact (AC). The resulting distributions have an excellent representativeness for short trace durations. We also obtained a simple relation between the individual contact rate and the contact rate for the AP and AN distributions. Thus, we can use these distributions in order to obtain the individual pair 520 contact rate used in analytical models.
The experiments confirm that the representativeness and precision achieved using these new distributions are higher. Using synthetic and real traces we showed that the Aggregate Nodes (AN) and Any-Contact (AC) distributions are more precise than the Aggregate Pairs (AP) distribution. Furthermore, using the AN and AC distributions allows to partition the trace for making a periodic 525 evaluation obtaining results that are several order of magnitude more precise that the ones obtained using the AP distribution.
